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Were X{s:) is: the magnetic focus:sing function of· the stora~ ring and k (s) 

represents the electros:tatic interactions with the other charged particles 

in the vlcinity of the test particle. Due to' the relativistic velociti ~s 

of the electrons there 19 cancellation of the mutual coupl1ng forces and 

hence no o::mtrilJution '=0' k (a) from the (n -1) el.ctrons: of the b.EUIi. Howe 

ever the presence of Hl lons trapped ln the electron, beam vlclnity by the 

beam space chaxqe c;1oes provlde a oontrilJution to k (8) producing a. 2 shlft 

away from the value that 15 characterlsed by X(e) alone. 

Makinq the ASSUlllpUon that the trapped ione will have the same trans

verse d1stribution as that of the electrons ln the beam tneafie that eqn. (6b), 

qlv1ng the electric field within the electron beam, aleo describes the 

e!ect.d.o: field due to the iona with lie becoming 111i' the n1,llllber of ions 

trapped ArOund the ring. Equation (6b) showa a linear d.eperuSanoe of 

electric f1.1d upon trsns:veree displacement so that k(s) can be readtly 

evaluated in term. of this electric field and aqn. {8l 1$ yaUd for these 

a:mall pertuu,ations of the focussing function. 

(. )
Courant and Sny&tr give an expre.aion fQr the \1 shift due to a 

small perturJ::",UO'n of X(s} as: 

1 ~ 	Ca(al k(a) ds (9)
LQ - 4:-11" 

o 

Where S,(s) is the amplitude function in the req10n where the perturbation 

occurs and the integral eums the effect. of sUch perturbations k (a) dietri... 

buted around a ring of circumference, C. Following usua.l accelerator 

tbeozy. the: pertw::bation functlon can be wrltten as: 

as. (s)
k(s) _ 	 1 aF(a) -_o (lO) 

"oc"Ta• m c2y ax o 
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where y ls the electron beam energy in rest mass units. The electr1c 

Held depends' on the electron beam size at the point, I!J.. :90 that k(s} can 

be expressed in terms of the ~lltude function and the average electron 

beam. size: 

g -l 
k(s) • 	 _e "ie a .':x.~ 

m c 2y 4'1'1.& It o~ axiS) [l + Ox axiS)]
o o 

NI i 	 re [1 + ~Jay (a) ]-1
• 	 (ll) 

y 	 R ° 2a (s) ax Bx(s) 

x " 


with re as the classical electron radius (2.81 x 10-1~) and ! as the 

AverAg"e value of the ampl~tuCle function. Substituting- for k(s) in eqn. (9) 

and setting ii • RIll givea, 

N ·r c[l+~Jay(.)]-~ 
(l2)1 e 

AQ - 2 
• hy Q,."" ~ " . a"(s) 

o 

Prom eqn~ (12), it is evident thAt the operatinq 0' shifts to higher 

values as ions aCC\UJl.U1ate in the space charqe region. 'l'he possibil1 ty then 

exil!J.ts of ~Q Shift sufficiently great to reach a fract10nal integer value 

for which a. driv1ng force exists and beam los9 can be expected. Tak1ng 

the working po1nt in the sas for the hor1zontal plane as Q•• 3.25, then 

the 31/3 resonance is the nearest higher point at which. beam blow"'up 

~9ht be expected, although the required superperiodlcity of ten for the 

driving er:ror i8 not obvious i.n the storage ring lattice. Computations (5) 

euqqest that the 3113 resonance hae a width of < 0.02 in the horizontal 

plane 80 that the l:IUU(iJllUID allo"O):)le Q shift 19 l!.Q .... (3.33 ... 0.02 - 3.25)
x 

~ 0.05. 

It is perhaps lllOre convenient to consider a neutralisation ratio, 

'1 - Ni/He' and :re-arrangement of eq;n. (12) allows an upper limit to be set 
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where K (s) is the' magnetic focussing 'funCtion 'of: the storage rin'g 'and k(s) 

represents the electrostatic interactions with· the oth"er Charged' particles 

in the vicinity~of' the test'part1cle~' Due 'to'the 'relativistic ,)eloc£tb's 

t .' . • '. . 
of the electrons there is cancellation of t.he mut'ual "coupling forces and 

hence no contribution "to"'k (sr from the' (n~':":l)' el~ctrorls of the 'beam. - 'Hbw

ever' the presence of N~ ions trapped 'in' 'the e'lectron beam vici!ni'ty by I th~" 

beam space charqe' does "provide" a 'conttibution 'to k:"(sf prOdJcinq' a'si shift' 

away from .the' value that is''characterised by'K(sf 'alone'-' 

Making ~e ass':Jl'lPtion that .the t,rappe"d ions wil.l ~ave, the s~ trans

verse distribution as that of the electrons in the beam means that eqn. (6b), 

giving the electric: field 'wi thin ilie "~l'ectro"n b~amr also: d~scribes the 

electric field due to the ions with ~e be.com.in:~ N1:~ the number of ions 

trapped around the ring. Equat:-10n. (6b) shows a .~ineaz:: d!,!pen~nce of. 

electric field upon transverse displacement so that k (s) can be readily 

evaluated in terms of this electric field and eqn.(S) is valid for these 

small perturbations of the focussing funct~on. 

coilrant'and'Snyder(lt) give an expres:sion for ·the Q shift due to a 

small perturbation of K(e) as:: 

1 JCats) k (s) ds (9)lIQ .. 4:-rr 

o 

where a(s) is the ampl1 tude function in the region where the perturbation 

occurs and the integral sums the effect of sue? pert':lrbations k (s) distri

buted around a ring of Circumference, C. Following usual accelerator 

theory, the perturbation function c;an ~ wri tte~ as:' 

aEX(S)
k(s) ~ 1 aF(s) .!!.... (10) 

. m c2yax , m0 c~y 'ax 
o
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where y is the electron beam energy in rest mass units. The electric 

field d~ends on the electron beam size at the point, s, so that k(s) can 

be expres~ed i.n te·rms of the :amplitude ·function and the average electron 

beam size:. 

__'e__ N e 
~'LCk(s) 

02 [1+ ~J::::: fmoc 2y 41\"£ R a (s)
'.0..: x x 

.ltl a ,r 0,·' a, (S)']e ::L .:L.- (11)[1 + 

-1

fifi.. Y.. R a/ax (s). 0" a Cs) 
x x 

with re as the classical electron radius (2.81 x 10-ISm) and aas the 

average ,value of ;~e ~pl~t~de function. Substituting for·k(s) in eqn.(9) 

and settin9'. a R/Q gives: 
C g(S)]-lNi·re a 

+..:L .:L.- do (12)AQ - 2 J [1 
x x x 41\"Y ~Ox a a (s) 

o 

From eqn.(12), it is evident that the operating Q shifts to higher 

values as ions accumulate in the space charge region. The possibility then 

exists of a' Q shift sufficiently great to reach a fractional integer value 

for which a driving force exists and beam loss can, be expected. Taking 

the working point in the SRS for the horizontal plane as Q ~ 3.25, th~n 
~, . 

the 31/3 resonance is the nearest higher point at which beam blow-up 

might ·be expected, although the requlred ~uperperiodicity of ten for the 

driving error is not obvious in the storage rin.g lattice•.computations(S) 

suggest that the 31/3 resonance has a width of < 0.02 in the ho~izontal 

plane so that the maximum allowable Q shift is lIQ ~ (3.33 - 0.02 - 3.25)
x 

~ 0.05. 

It is perhaps more ~nvenient to consider a neutralisation ratio, 

11 - N/N , and re-arrangeme~t: of eqn. Cl2) allows an. upper l1m1t to be set 
e 
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At 10-9 torr, N = 7 x 102 2 x 10-~ atoms/m3 and 0 ~ 10-22 m2 for a mass 28 
9 

gas molecule. Thus eqn.(lS} gives a production time of 0.47 sec. 

If some external field of sufficient magnitude to counteract the beam 

potential acts upon the trapped ions. then ion loss will occur in this 

'sink' and the neutralisation ratio will beCOlDe very small. It i9 not 

usually practical to maintain such clearing'fields over the full lenqth of 

the drift region, and an alternative approaeh provides compact clearing 

field reqions spaced so that the neutralisation ratio does not build up 

to ita critical value (in terms of Q shift) ~ 

A eharacterist1c transit or loss time due to ion migration can be 

established assuming that toe clearinq reqions are spaced at regular 

interva19, 1, around the rinq so that: 

t (16)
floss - 2~' 

'Whexe v is the longltudinal component of the r.m~s. ther.metl drift velocity 

0
of.tha gas molecule, approximately 300 mls at 300 K for a mass 28 molecule. 

These two characterlstic times allow a simple representaUon of the 

neutralisation ratio by: 

(17)n .... floss ITp 

Equations (16) and (17) allow an estimate to be made of the spacing 

requ:l.red between ion clearing stations: 

(18)1. < n Tp 2v• 

where the neutralisation ratio that should be maintained is given by 

eqn~(13). "nils spacing ~plieB to sections of the rinq where there is no 
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restraint impos~d on the longitudinal drift of the ions~ Interaction 

between the magnetic gUide field and the oharged gas Molecules may produce 

trajectories resulting in non-thermal, effective ~rift velocities, and the 

following section takes up this point in greater detail. To maintain 

values of ~ ~ 10-3 requires the distribution of clearing stations at 

intervals of approximately O.3m intervals. A ring vacuum of 10-9 torr has 

lxlen assumed, and any improvement in this figure, particularly through a 

reduction in the partial pressure of the heavier constituents such as nitro

qan, water vapour and carbon monoxide, 'WOUld permit an increase in the 

separation between clearing statlons throuqh the i term in eqn.(18).
p 

6. ION MOTION IN THE DIPOLE MAGNET REGIONS 

Consider an ion moving along the s .. axis in the eo-ordinata system of 

Fig.4. "nIe force on the particle will be given by; 

F &II e(!.A! +!) (l9) 

The veloci ty vector has components along all th:nle axes due to thennal 

motionf only -B exists in the dlpole magnet. and the electric field vector 
y 

has two components By(Y) and E;x(X) due to the radial Qistribution of the 

transverse spaee-cha.rse (eqn. (6b) ~ Fran eqn. (l9), t:.hree equations of motion 

can be nitten: 

l"x"'" ~ - eBy S '*" eEx(.x) 

F - My a eE (y)y y 

po • Me e.B X y• 

where M is the JIJAS9 of the ion and Ex (.x) is given by eqn. (6b). Further 
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re-arrangement produces: 

x - W8 + ~XX a 0 (20) 

y + tyY·. 0 

9+WX"'O (2l) 

eS 
where w - ~ from consideration of the radial motion of a charged 

particle in a magnetic field and 

tx-(i)- Ne 

4rttoRO'X P'x+o-y) 

Integrating eqn. (21) and el1m1nating B from eqn. (20) gives: 

x::taZx+tIlk..:to (;!2) 

a Zwhen .. tx ,.. IIJZ and k 1s a constant of integration. Equation (22) MS 

the fom of a seCQ,nd order Unear equation w1th a solution of the: type: 

x - A Cos at + 0 S1n CIt - !!!!. (23) 
2n

PUtt1nq 1n boundaxy conditions of X..:l 0, x"'" vx,i,e. the: ion is assumed to 

be wi thlA the beam and most probably at the bottom of t:ba potential well 

moving with therlMl VelOcity, "x, at t .... 0 gives: 

:Ie .". ~ (COs at - 1) :to -!." Sin (It (24)
««2 

Integrating and substituting for x 9ives: 

Wo• _ k..,2 (Cosat...1) +" - S1nat + lI; .. 0 (25) 
«2 X" 

with boun&u:y cxmditiona of ;. - v. at t - 0 giws 

k - .. v: (26)
• 

LJ 

80 t:h.tJ.t eqn. {25} becomes: 

2: ".w v r.,l2
(1 _ ~) ___x__ Sin~t + --S--COsat (21)• - \I• ,,2 1;\" a2 

Equations (24) and (21) indicate a cycloidal trajectory in the x - s plane 

wi th the am,p11 tude of this motion in the transverse (xl direction determ

ined by the beam intensity through the 1/0.2 term.. Por low beam intensities 

the cycloid has a large amplitude, decreasing u the beam intensity 

increaseS. This change 1n amplitude ia reflected in a variable rate of 

progression of the cycloid along the S uis; as shown in eqn. (21), the 

longi tudlAal velocity is llX)dified by the beD intensity dependant term 

(1 -
~2

/0.2 ). The satura.tion characteristIcs of th1s term axe depleted ln 

fi9·5. 

The spad.ng of clearing stations in the dipole magnet 1s thus a more 

complex function than eqn. (18) suq<Jelits due to the prel;lence of a crossed 

magnetic and electric field te:t:e. An energy dependence JlU.9ht be expected 

1n the {l - w}1«2.) term though an increase in maqnet1c field with energy 

is offset "by the change in beM! sin so, AS Table 1 shows, the lonqitudinal 

velocity is substantially independent of beam energy and clO$ely approaches 

the theZlMl velocity value at beam currents of LA. 

.,,<11:>1<1 l Ion Longitudinal velocity in the d1pole regions of the SRS 

for lA stored beam~ 

Enerqy Type l Type 2 
«(leV) 

0.6 LO ;s ....1.0 v• 
2.0 0.81 ~s 0.9 va 

From eqn. (18) it JIU.¢..t be expected that a decrea.alng ion longitudinal 
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velocity with decreasing current !",iould be offset by the 9re'ater neutralisa

tion ratio that could be tolerated at the lower beam currents. In prac· 

tice the overall dependence of electrode spacing on beam intensity is a 

co~lex one and calculations show that the most critical situation still 

occurs for vertical 0 shift at injection ~rgies. requirin9 clearing 

electro4e spacingllJ of t "'" 0~3m. For mechanical reasons, the most likely 

solution is a continuous electrode system fitted along the full length of 

the dipole chambers. J)etailed calculations of maximwn tolerable &pacinqs 

within a dipole region are therefore not too important. 

7. SUMMARY 

The potential well associated with the stored electron beam space 

marge will trap 9a'S ionllJ produced in the vicinity Of the beam. The nl:.ooex:' 

of ions trapped by this means is defined in tems of a neutralisation 

ratio, ami an upper limit on this ratio is set by the unco.t'rected Q ahift 

that can be tole.t'ated before resonant blow-up might occur. In order to 

maintain a s,pecified neutralisation ratio~ electrostatic ion clsarin9 

6tations can be provi4ed at intervalS along the orbit path. Such clearin9 

stations should maintain an electric field gradient sufficient to counter

act tl1e beam potential for the period of time that allows ion drift to 

the collecting plates. 

For the Storage Ring t we have assumed a working point of 31:. in both 

planes and anticipate an uncorrected positive tune shift of '\>0.05 before 

beam loss at the 31/ 3 resonance becomes a proOlelQ. The dependence of 

the neutralisation ratio on energy makes the inje~tion period more criti

cal than higher energies when ratios of n ~ 10-3 should be maintained 

around the ring~ This neutralisation ratio can be achieved by clearing 

electrode systems providing an electric field of ~ l2OV/mm at the equili

is 

brium orbit (the exact minimum value will depend on the beam size at the 

location of the electrodes) spaced at intervals of O.lm. The electrode 

size in the be~ direction need not be large particularly where electric 

fields well in excess of be~ potential requirements are applied so that 

ions are accelerated out of beam region. At electrode potenti~l$ just 

sufficient to neutralise the beam potential, electrode lengtl1s equivalent 

to the electrode-to~orbit spacing would be adequate to permit ion clearing 

at thermal drift velocities. ShoUld the total length of the ion clearing 

electrode system become apprecIable, then the integral in eqn.(9) need 

only be considered over the uncleared fraction of the ring circumference# 

This would lead to larger values for the permissible neutralisation ratio 

with a consequent increase in electrode spacing~ If voltage breakdown con

siderations limit the clearing field to a value jU$t suffIcient to 

neutralise the beam potential or other criteria dictate long electrodes, 

then the spacing argument should be modified to take account of the ion

free regions along the be~ orbit. 

It ahould be emphaaised that these recommendat'ions are based on a 

tolerable, uncorrected Q shift of t 0.05 in either plane, ill Q shift that 

allows little margin for error. Any decrease in this Q shift figure would 

require a pro rata decrease in the separation of ion clearing stations. 

NO attention has been devoted to the longitudinal structure of the 

beam and i~ possible effect on the ion drIft velocity. Qualitatively, 

the bunching of the electrons would be expected to superimpose an oscilla

tory component on the ion velOCity but with a uniform bunch structure no 

average velocity change is expected. 

Finally, the assumptIon of a "hard-edged" beam of width 4a should not 

be overlooked since this oodel neglects second-order effec't$ that might be 
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of greater importance in lQachine operation. In principle, the Q shift REn;RE:NCES 

that the model p~edict$ can be oorreeted by straightforward Q control 

though the second order effects aesultinq f.rom· a 'fuzzy' beam edge will 1. DareSbury Laboratory Report DL/SRF/R2(197S) 

probably lead to a broadening of th& operat1ng point in Q-space with evi 2. L.C. ~ng, Argonne Laboratory Repo~t ANLAD~59(l963) 

dent repercussions on chrOlllaUeity. 3. P.J. Rogers in Hi9h Voltage Technology (Ed.L.L. Alston, Oxford 

University Pregs~ 1968) 

4. 2.0. Courant ana u.s. Snyder, Ann.Phys 3(1958}1-48 

5. A.J. JaCKson, Daresbury Laboratory Internal Note SRS/NS/74/4S(1974} 

6. L.J. Laslett, D~ookhaven Report BNL 7534(1963) 

7. M. Sand5, SLAc Repo~t SLAC 121(1970) 

6. R.D~ XOhaupt, Desy Report 81-71/2(1971) 
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.FIGURE CAPTIONS 

.Fig. 1 co-ordinate system fo~ an electron moving with velocity v 


Fig. 2 Space charge potential due to a column of ehuge at the centre 


of a circular pipe of radius A 


Fig. 3(a} Transverse section of an electron beam in a dipole chamber 


(not to scale) 


{b} 	 Equipotential curves for a potential of ±V volts applied to 


the electrode configuration of (a) 


y(c) 	 Equipotential curves for a potential of 2v volts applied to 

the internal sc~een of (a) 

Fiq. <I Co-ordinate system in dipole lIuulnet 

Pig. 5 Longitudinal ion drift velocity in dipole magnet region 
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Fig.1 
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